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Graph instances
Power grids are graph instances∗.

IEEE-14†

∗Imagine here a very long disclaimer explaining that the real
world is much more complicated than this statement indicates.

†The 14 bus IEEE power flow test case is not a power grid.



Random graph ensembles
Graph instances can be sampled from
a random graph ensemble.

The ensemble is fully specified by the different
graph instances that can be sampled, together
with the associated probabilities.
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Why random graphs?
If the research question concerns a
specific power grid. . .

then we should study this specific graph.

When seeking a better understanding
of power grids in general, . . .

one approach is to build random graph
ensembles whose instances all share
specified properties
then study the general impact of varying
these properties (e.g., interconnectivity).
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Problem with the status quo
Work involving random graphs
typically studies ensembles whose
instances are tree-like graphs.

Especially true for analytical work.

Power grids are not tree-like.
Transmission networks typically contain
a rich collection of cycles.

This matters.
The presence of cycles in power grids
has fundamental consequences.
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Flow reorganization

The above cannot occur without cycles.
Otherwise no alternate path; different problem.

Overlapping cycles ⇒ many alternate paths
⇒ multiple cascades possible.

Long cycles ⇒ can cascade on long distance.
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A first step

Need better random graph ensembles.
Must accommodate for a rich
combinations of cycles.

With these in hands, we could
proceed with this programme.

Understand the general consequences of
varying the properties of power grids.
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Recursive definitions
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There is hope
Tree constructions of wide motifs
offer a lot of freedom for specifying
random graph ensembles.

Now need to study existing power
grids in these terms.

Design random graph ensembles whose
instances “look like” power grids.
With tunable parameters to study their impact.

Opens the road for exciting research.
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Thanks!
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